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The A 6S¿-X 6S¿ transition of CrH, Einstein coefficients, and an improved
description of the A state
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The spectrum of CrH has been reinvestigated in the 9000– 15 000 cm21 region using the Fourier
transform spectrometer of the National Solar Observatory. The 1-0 and 1-1 bands of the
A 6S1-X 6S1 transition have been measured and improved spectroscopic constants have been
determined. A value for the 2-0 band origin has been obtained from the band head using estimated
spectroscopic constants. These data provide a set of much improved equilibrium vibrational and
rotational constants for theA 6S1 state. An accurate description of theA-X transition has been
obtained using a multireference configuration interaction approach. The inclusion of both scalar
relativity and Cr 3s3p correlation are required to obtain a good description of both states. Theab
initio computed Einstein coefficients and radiative lifetimes are reported. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377892#
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I. INTRODUCTION

CrH was first observed in 1937 by Gaydon and Pear1

who found a complex band near 368 nm. Since then CrH
been studied by several workers2–6 and a summary of the
literature was provided in our previous papers on CrH~Ref.
7! and CrD~Ref. 8!. In our most recent high resolution stud
ies of the 0-0 band of CrH7 and 0-1, 0-0, 1-0, and 1-2 band
of CrD,8 we obtained much improved molecular consta
for the A 6S1 andX 6S1 states of CrH and CrD, and from
the observed perturbations we have identified a low-ly
a 4S1 state near 11 186 cm21. These observations have be
confirmed in a recent theoretical study by Dai a
Balasubramanian.9

CrH is a molecule of astrophysical importance. It h
already been tentatively identified in the spectra
sunspots10 andS-type stars11 and is also found in the spectr
of brown dwarfs.12 Brown dwarfs are substellar objects th
lie between the coolest oxygen-rich stars~M -type! and giant
planets such as Jupiter. As the surface temperature of aM
star drops below approximately 1800 K, metal oxides su
as TiO and VO are replaced by metal hydrides such as
and FeH. Thus the presence of the 1-0 and 0-0 bands o
A 6S1-X 6S1 transition of CrH are primary markers fo
L-type brown dwarfs. As the surface temperature drops
low approximately 1400 K, metal hydride bands weaken a
are replaced by overtone bands of methane and water in
near infrared region in theT-type of brown dwarfs.

a!Electronic mail: bauschli@pegasus.arc.nasa.gov
b!Current address: 15764 Galehouse Road, Doylestown, OH 44230.
1310021-9606/2001/115(3)/1312/7/$18.00
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An accurate description of theX and A states and the
oscillator strengths are required to calculate the molec
opacities used by astronomers to model the spectral en
distribution emitted by brown dwarfs. The groundX 6S1

state of CrH is relatively well characterized through the
infrared13 and mid infrared14 laser magnetic resonance me
surements. Because there was also some experimental d5,8

for the A state, our initial plan was to useab initio calcula-
tions to compute the transition moment. However, this
proach showed that the spectroscopic data for
A 6S1-X 6S1 transition are in need of improvement partic
larly for the excited vibrational levels of theA 6S1 state.
Thus a joint computational/experimental approach is use

In the present work we have remeasured the spectr
the 1-0 and 1-1 bands of theA 6S1-X 6S1 transition of CrH
and have obtained an improved set of constants for thev8
51 vibrational level of theA 6S1 state. The band origin for
the 2-0 band has been determined by fitting the band h
position using extrapolated rotational constants for thev8
52 level. In the ground state all of the available data
v950, 1, and 2 were combined to determine a set of i
proved vibrational and rotational equilibrium constants. Hi
level ab initio calculations were performed for theX andA
states, which are compared with experiment. The calc
tions also yielded an accurate transition dipole moment.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The spectrum of CrH in the 9000– 15 000 cm21 region
was recorded using the 1-m Fourier transform spectrom
associated with the McMath–Pierce telescope of the
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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1313J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 3, 15 July 2001 The A 6S1-X 6S1 transition of CrH
tional Solar Observatory at Kitt Peak. The bands were
cited using two kinds of sources, a hollow cathode lamp a
a microwave discharge lamp. In the hollow cathode exp
ment the molecules were formed by flowing a mixture of 2
Torr of Ne and about 100 mTorr of H2 through a Cr hollow
cathode lamp, which was operated at 460 V and 765
current. The spectrometer was operated with a GG495
pass filter and midrange photodiode detectors. In this exp
ment 19 scans were coadded at 0.02 cm21 resolution in about
2 h of integration.

In the microwave-discharge experiment the chromi
was introduced as a volatile compound and reacted in
flow tube. Approximately 15% hydrogen mixed with heliu
carrier gas was admitted into the feed line. A small amo
of CrO2Cl2 was vaporized into the mixed stream of gas. U
der these conditions, the chromium is reduced preferenti
to CrH during excitation. The pressure was adjusted
20–30 Torr with the aid of a needle valve on the pump lin
The chromium concentration was adjusted by controlling
chamber temperature or with a controlled bypass. The m
ture was carried through a 11 mm i.d. quartz discharge t
within the microwave cavity. The flow rate affects the tim
allowed for the reaction and also the Doppler linewidth b
cause of the cooling effect of rapid flows. The operati
parameters are not particularly sensitive and a strong
spectrum was obtained easily. The spectrum was take
Kitt Peak National Observatory on May 21, 1985.

The spectra were measured using a data reduction
gram calledPC-DECOMPand the line positions were obtaine
by fitting a Voigt line shape function to each spectral featu
The hollow cathode spectrum was calibrated using the m
surements of Ne atomic lines by Palmer and Englema15

while the microwave-excited spectra were calibrated
transferring the calibration from the hollow cathode spec
to the microwave-excited spectra using common lines. T
absolute accuracy of the wave number scale is expected
of the order of 0.001 cm21 while the precision of lines is
expected to vary from 0.002 to 0.004 cm21 depending on
their intensity, signal-to-noise ratio, and blending.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

TheX andA states are treated using the multiconfigu
tional self-consistent-field/multireference configuration int
action approach, MCSCF/MRCI. The MRCI calculations u
all MCSCF configurations as reference configurations.
many calculations, internal contraction16 ~IC! is used to limit
the size of the calculations. The importance of higher ex
tations is estimated using the multireference analog of
Davidson correction. In most calculations only the Cr 3d and
4s and H 1s electrons are correlated. The calculations
cluding Cr 3s and 3p correlation are denoted ‘‘13s3p. ’’
Scalar relativistic effects are included using the one-elec
Douglas Kroll ~DK! approach.17

Several choices of active space are considered. In
calculations labeled MCSCF, MRCI, IC-MRCI, DK-MRC
and IC-MRCI13s3p the active space in the MCSCF an
MRCI calculations includes the Cr 3d, 4s, 4ps, and H 1s
orbitals. In these calculations, the MCSCF calculations
actually a complete active space SCF~CASSCF! calculation
Downloaded 20 Aug 2001 to 129.97.47.16. Redistribution subject to AI
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as all distributions of the active electrons in the active orb
als are used. InC2v symmetry there are five activea1 orbit-
als and one active orbital in theb1 , b2 , anda2 symmetries,
which we denote as~4111!. In the MCSCF calculations, eac
component of the 3dp and 3dd orbitals has an occupation o
essentially 1.0 electrons, thus this calculation effectively c
responds to all distributions of three electrons in the Cr 3ds,
4s, 4ps, and H 1s orbitals. This calculation can describ
bonding from both the7S and5D states of Cr. The ‘‘1dd8’’
calculations indicate the Crd-d8 correlation has been in
cluded by adding a 3d8 orbital to the active space, yielding
~7222! active space. To reduce the size of the calculation,
restrict the configurations to those with four electrons in
3dp, 3dp8, 3dd, and 3dd8 orbitals. The ‘‘1pp ’’ indicates
that the Cr 4pp orbital has been included in the active spac
thus yielding a~5221! active space; to prevent the adde
orbitals from becomingd correlating in character, we includ
only those configurations with four electrons in the 3dp and
3dd orbitals. In the calculation labeled IC-MRCI1ppdd8,
the active space includes the Cr 3d, 3d8, 4s, and 4p orbitals
and the hydrogen 1s orbital, i.e., a ~7332! active space.
There are no restrictions on the configurations, and thus
MCSCF is actually a CASSCF calculation.

Three basis sets are used in this work. The set labe
‘‘ANO’’ is the averaged atomic natural orbital set18 for
Cr, which can be described as (20s15p10d6 f 4g)/
@7s6p4d3 f 2g#, and for hydrogen, is the augmente
correlation-consistent polarized-valence triple zeta~aug-cc-
pVTZ! set.19,20 The ANO1 set starts from this set and un
contracts an additionals, p, and d primitive, as well as
adding an additional diffuses, p, andd function to the Cr
basis set; the hydrogen basis set is the aug-cc-pV quadr
zeta set. The diffuse Cr functions are even tempered withb
of 2.5. The set labeled ‘‘GEN’’ uses the hydrogen aug-c
pVTZ set, but recontracts the Cr ANO primitive basis s
The s, p, andd primitives are contracted based on an SC
calculation of the7S state of a Cr atom. The inner 16s primi-
tives are contracted to three functions and the outermost
are uncontracted, the inner 10p primitives are contracted to
two functions and the outermost five are uncontracted,
the inner 5d primitives are contracted to one function an
the outermost five are uncontracted. Thef and g sets are
taken from the ANO set. The GEN basis can be describe
(20s15p10d6 f 4g)/@7s7p6d3 f 2g#, and this contraction is
suitable for the study of Cr 3s3p correlation.

In the preliminary work, the potentials nearr e are stud-
ied andve is computed using a parabolic function inr and
1/r , which agree with each other to better than 3 cm21. In
the final phase, complete potentials are computed and
vibrational levels are determined numerically. Using t
separations between the lowest three levels, we computeve

and vexe . These potentials along with the computed ele
tronic transition moments are used to compute the radia
lifetimes and EinsteinA values.

The MCSCF/IC-MRCI calculations are performed usi
MOLPRO21 while the MCSCF/MRCI calculations are pe
formed usingMOLECULE-SWEDEN.22 The DK integrals are
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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computed using a modified version of the program written
Hess.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT

The spectrum of the 1-0 band of theA 6S1-X 6S1 tran-
sition observed in the microwave-excited spectrum, parti
larly for low J lines, is stronger than that obtained in th
hollow cathode experiment. In part, this is because the
crowave discharge source is cooler than the hollow cath
lamp. Both of these spectra, when used simultaneously, w
very helpful in identifying the molecular lines belonging
CrH. The line positions of 1-0 and 1-1 bands provided
O’Connor2 at lower resolution were also helpful in the lin
identification. No bands involving thev52 vibrational level
of the A 6S1 state were observed. A part of the 1-0 ba
from the microwave-excited spectrum is provided in Fig.
where a few lines near theR1 and R2 heads have bee
marked. It is found that the lines of higher energy spin co
ponents~F5 andF6! are much weaker than the lines of th
lower energy spin components~F1 and F2!. In fact only a
few lines of theF5 spin components were identified in ou
spectra while no lines could be identified in theF6 spin
component. The line identification in the 1-0 band was
complished using lower state combination differences
tained from the previous analysis of the 0-0 band of Cr7

while the lines in the 1-1 band were identified by compar
the upper state combination differences from the 1-0 and
bands. The line positions for the 1-0 and 1-1 bands are
sented in the Supplementary Material Section of Ref. 23
E-PAPS document files. The line positions of the 0-0, 1
and 1-1 bands were fitted simultaneously with the usual2

Hamiltonian as given by Brown and Milton24 with matrix
elements provided by Gordon and Merer.25 A complete list-
ing of matrix elements with some additional parameters s
asH, L, gH , andgL was tabulated in our previous paper o
CrH.7 The final fits were made in two parts. First th
hyperfine-free pure rotational transitions26 and the hyperfine-
free vibration–rotation line positions calculated using t
constants of Lipuset al.14 were included in a fit along with
our previous 0-0 lines of theA 6S1-X 6S1 transition and all
available ground state combination differences. The c
stantsTv , Bv , Dv , Hv , gv , gDv , lv , lDv , uv, and gsv

FIG. 1. The 1-0 band head of theA 6S1-X 6S1 transition of CrH.
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were varied in the ground state withT0 fixed to a value of
0.0. The parametersHv , uv , andgsv were not determined
for thev51 and 2 vibrational levels of the ground state. T
gDv constants were needed forv951 and 2 vibrational lev-
els and were fixed at the values reported by Lipuset al.14 For
v850, additional higher order parameters are also requ
in order to obtain a satisfactory fit. In the second fit the 1
and 1-1 lines were added and only thev851 constants were
varied. The lines of theF6 spin components as well as th
high J lines of the other spin components that were obser
by O’Connor2 were used but with reduced weights. TheHv ,
Lv , gLv , uv , uDv , andgsDv constants were not determine
for thev851 vibrational level of theA 6S1 state. It is found
thatv851 is affected by several perturbations as can be s
from the observed-calculated differences for the lines of
1-0 and 1-1 bands. The perturbations show no clear patt
and we are unable to draw any conclusion about the natur
the perturbing state~or states!. In our previous work on CrH,
the observed localized perturbations in the 0-0 band led u
identify the a 4S1 state lying just below theA 6S1 state.
More than one state may be responsible for the exten
perturbations observed in bands withv851. The molecular
constants for the ground and excited states are provide
Table I.

The rotational constants obtained for thev50 and 1
vibrational levels of theA 6S1 state have been used to deriv
the equilibrium rotational constantsBe andae . Because the
term energy position of thev852 level of theA 6S1 state is
necessary to derive the equilibrium vibrational constants,
have used the 2-0 band head position (14 510.6 cm21) as
reported by Kleman and Uhler4 to determine the band origin
of the 2-0 band. We have fixed the extrapolated rotatio
constants for thev852 level and the known rotational con
stants for thev950 level in our fitting program and change
the band origin in such a way that the calculated band h
position matches the observed band head position. The
band origin ofT2514 468.6 cm21 obtained in this manner is
expected to have a precision of about60.5 cm21. The equi-
librium vibrational constants ofve51524.80(50) cm21 and
vexe522.28(25) cm21 were obtained for theA 6S1 state us-
ing the experimentalT0 andT1 values and the calculatedT2

value. The rotational constants of Table I provide the eq
librium rotational constants ofBe55.342 675(48) cm21 and
ae50.141 349(88) cm21 for theA 6S1 state. An experimen-
tal bond length ofr e51.786 485 0(80) Å has been obtaine
for theA 6S1 state using the equilibrium rotational constan
The ground state equilibrium constants were also determ
using the constants for thev950, 1, and 2 vibrational levels
~Table I!. A complete set of the equilibrium constants for th
ground and excited state is provided in Table II.

It is interesting to compare our experimental values
those obtained in our theoretical calculations. The exp
mental ground state values ofve51656.051 15(54) cm21,
vexe530.491 23(26) cm21, and r e51.655 411 1(57) Å are
in excellent agreement with the theoretical values ofve

51653.6 cm21, vexe531.0 cm21, andr e51.654 Å obtained
using the corrected potential as described in detail in the
~theoretical part!. Similarly the excited state experiment
values of ve851524.80(50) cm21, vexe8522.28(25) cm21,
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Rotational constants~in cm21! for the X 6S1 andA 6S1 states of CrH.

Constantsa

X 6S1 A 6S1

v50 v51 v52 v50 v51

Tv 0.0 1595.068 70~14! 3129.154 95~48! 11 552.684 16~75! 13 032.9233~39!
Bv 6.131 737 4~18! 5.950 759 3~96! 5.769 783~84! 5.272 000~18! 5.130 651~86!
Dv3104 3.489 22~24! 3.440 73~88! 3.385~24! 2.5458~12! 1.6269~43!
Hv3109 12.471~27! 4.77~22!
Lv31012 2.18~14!
gv 0.050 362 9~64! 0.046 454~14! 0.042 577~29! 1.302 076~70! 1.429 85~20!
gDv3104 20.029 03(62) 20.0205b 20.0755b 21.5431(46) 24.303(20)
gHv3107 0.800~20! 29.49(15)
gLv31011 22.45(15)
lv 0.232 820 6~56! 0.224 003~49! 0.215 132~98! 1.575 53~22! 1.5463~12!
lDv3104 20.0966(54) 0.161~31! 0.268~60! 28.360(32) 4.28~11!
uv3103 27.85(30) 2.98~13!
uDv3104 21.017(20)
gsv3103 0.005 27~89! 0.9182~96! 3.962~22!
gsDv3106 6.380~71!

aNumbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in the last digits.
bFixed value, see text for details.
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and r e851.786 485 0(80) Å are also in excellent agreem
with our theoretical values ofve851525.2 cm21, vexe8
523.0 cm21, andr e851.765 Å. Significantly different values
of ve851515 cm21 and vexe8521.5 cm21 were obtained by
Kleman and Uhler5 for the A 6S1 state from the analysis o
their lower resolution spectra.

V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The X 6S1 state is derived mostly from the7S(3d54s1)
ground state of Cr, which has formed a 4s-1s bond with
hydrogen. The first excited state of Cr@5S(3d54s1)# also
yields a 6S1 state, but it is not expected to be strong
bound. However, the second excited state of
5D(3d44s2), can bond to hydrogen by 4s4p hybridization,
which gives rise to theA 6S1 state. In truth, theX and A
states are somewhat mixed in character, with theX state
being derived mostly from7S but with some5D mixed in
and theA state from mostly Cr5D. Since the states ar
derived from Cr occupations with a different number ofd
electrons, high levels of theory are required to obtain
equivalent description of both states. A slight further co
plication is curve crossing at larger for theA state due to the
Cr 5S state lying below the5D.

We first consider the results obtained by our approac
for the X state, which are summarized in Table III. Th

TABLE II. Equilibrium constants~in cm21! for theX 6S1 andA 6S1 states
of CrH.

Constants X 6S1 A 6S1

DG1/2 1595.068 70~14! 1480.2391~40!
Be 6.222 226 42~10! 5.342 675~48!
ae 0.180 978 08~18! 0.141 349~88!
r e ~Å! 1.655 411 1~57! 1.786 485 0~80!
ve 1656.051 15~54! 1524.80~50!a

vexe 30.491 23~26! 22.28~25!b

aNumbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in the last digits.
bSee text for details.
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MCSCF yields anr e that is too long andve andD0 values
that are too small. Adding more extensive correlation d
matically improves the results, but the IC-MRCI/ANO an
IC-MRCI1Q/ANO results are only in reasonable agreem
with experiment. Using the GEN basis set yields essenti
the same results as the ANO set, while expanding the b
set, i.e., ANO1, makes only a small change. The MRCI an
IC-MRCI results are similar, showing that internal contra
tion is not the cause for the disagreement with experime
Increasing the active space, the1pp or 1dd8 approaches,
makes only a small improvement. Adding Cr 3s3p correla-
tion makes a bigger change than improving the active sp
but ther e is still too long andve is still too small. Account-
ing for the scalar relativistic effects, using the DK approa
has a significant effect on the computed spectroscopic c

TABLE III. The X state spectroscopic constants as a function of leve
theory.

Method Basis r e(Å) ve(cm21) D0(eV)

MCSCF ANO 1.721 1525 1.39
IC-MRCI ANO 1.684 1581 2.06
IC-MRCI1Q ANO 1.685 1577 2.16
IC-MRCI ANO1 1.681 1586 2.09
IC-MRCI1Q ANO1 1.682 1584 2.18
IC-MRCI1dd8 ANO 1.679 1593 2.08
IC-MRCI1Q1dd8 ANO 1.679 1596 2.13
IC-MRCI1pp ANO 1.683 1586 2.06
IC-MRCI1Q1pp ANO 1.683 1582 2.16
IC-MRCI GEN 1.683 1581 2.04
IC-MRCI1Q GEN 1.684 1577 2.16
IC-MRCI13s3p GEN 1.673 1595 1.98
IC-MRCI1Q13s3p GEN 1.670 1601 2.16
MRCI GEN 1.681 1585 2.07
MRCI1Q GEN 1.682 1581 2.17
DK-MRCI GEN 1.669 1631 2.15
DK-MRCI1Q GEN 1.669 1628 2.17
Experiment 1.655a 1656a 1.9360.07b

aThis work.
bReference 27.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE IV. The A state spectroscopic constants as a function of level of theory.

A state
Method Basis r e(Å) ve(cm21) Te(cm21) TMa

MCSCF ANO 1.876 1337 8126
IC-MRCI ANO 1.782 1516 10 611 0.7101
IC-MRCI1Q ANO 1.774 1537 11 088
IC-MRCI ANO1 1.779 1521 10 517 0.7194
IC-MRCI1Q ANO1 1.771 1542 10 993
IC-MRCI1dd8 ANO 1.776 1525 10 796 0.7149
IC-MRCI1Q1dd8 ANO 1.774 1531 10 925
IC-MRCI1pp ANO 1.781 1520 10 628 0.6986
IC-MRCI1Q1pp ANO 1.773 1538 11 137
IC-MRCI1ppdd8 ANO 0.6943
IC-MRCI GEN 1.780 1519 10 513 0.7183
IC-MRCI1Q GEN 1.772 1539 10 990
IC-MRCI13s3p GEN 1.778 1506 10 513 0.7205
IC-MRCI1Q13s3p GEN 1.764 1514 11 270
MRCI GEN 1.779 1515 10 478 0.7339
MRCI1Q GEN 1.771 1535 10 946
DK-MRCI GEN 1.783 1494 10 362 0.7308
DK-MRCI1Q GEN 1.775 1517 10 758
Experiment 1.786b 1525b 11616b

aThe dipole transition moment, in a.u., at 1.69 Å.
bPresent work.
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stants, and we obtain our best agreement with experim
However, even at this level, ther e is still too long andve is
still too small.

While the calculation ofD0 is not the main focus of this
work, we note that essentially all of our computed MR
values are larger than experiment.27 We suspect that the1Q
values are more accurate than those without the correc
and the1Q values suggest aD0 value of about 2.15 eV. The
smallest value computed is 1.98 eV at the IC-MRCI13s3p
level, but this approach has a large1Q effect, which is con-
sistent with correlating 15 electrons. We therefore belie
that it is better to take the IC-MRCI as our lower bound
2.06 eV, leading to our best theoretical estimate of 2
60.1 eV for theD0 of CrH.

In Table IV we summarize the results obtained for theA
state. As expected the MCSCF results do not agree well w
experiment, and more extensive correlation must be ad
While the IC-MRCI r e is in good agreement with exper
ment, theve andTe values are too small. The IC-MRCI1Q
improvesTe , but degradesr e andve . The effect of the1Q
correction is much larger than for theX state. The ANO,
GEN, and ANO1 results are sufficiently similar so that bas
set incompleteness does not appear to be a problem, nor
internal contraction, as measured by the difference betw
the IC-MRCI and MRCI results using the GEN basis. Ad
ing thed-d8 correlation to the active space reduces the s
of the1Q effect and theve is now in better agreement wit
experiment. Adding 3s3p correlation in the IC-MRCI
13s3p calculation yieldsve and Te values that are too
small. The1Q improvesve andTe values, but results in an
r e value that is too small. The DK-MRCI1Q gives reason-
able agreement with experiment forr e and ve , but its Te

value is too small.
We have computed theA-X transition moment at severa

r values for most of the methods considered in this wo
ug 2001 to 129.97.47.16. Redistribution subject to AI
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The moment is about 1.3 a.u. at 1 Å and decreases in
nearly linear manner until about 2.5 Å. Due to the avoid
crossing in the A state, the moment changes dramatic
near 3 Å~see Fig. 2!, and this change depends strongly
the level of theory. Luckily, the region of the change in t
transition moment is not in the Franck–Condon region
thev8 less than or equal to 3, and therefore it has only a v
small affect on the reported A values. The change in

FIG. 2. The computedA-X transition moment for three levels of theory an
the corrected transition moment~see text!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE V. Summary of the computed spectroscopic constants using full potentials.

X state
Method/Basis r e(Å) D0(eV) ve(cm21) vexe(cm21)

ICMRCI/ANO 1.684 2.06 1580.3 30.2
ICMRCI1Q/ANO 1.685 2.16 1575.8 29.6
ICMRCI1pp/ANO 1.683 2.06 1585.2 29.9
ICMRCI1Q1pp/ANO 1.683 2.16 1580.2 29.5
ICMRCI1dd8/ANO 1.679 2.08 1592.6 30.3
ICMRCI1Q1dd8/ANO 1.679 2.13 1595.7 30.0
DK-MRCI/GEN 1.669 2.15 1631.1 30.7
DK-MRCI1Q/GEN 1.669 2.17 1628.4 30.6
ICMRCI13s3p/GEN 1.673 1.98 1595.2 30.9
ICMRCI1Q13s3p/GEN 1.670 2.16 1601.3 30.1
Correcteda 1.654 2.17 1653.8 31.0
Experiment 1.655b 1.9360.07c 1656.05b 30.49b

A state
Method/Basis r e(Å) ve(cm21) vexe(cm21) A(s21) Error T0(cm21)

ICMRCI/ANO 1.782 1516.8 22.8 0.111(17) 972.3
ICMRCI1Q/ANO 1.774 1537.4 23.7 0.116(17) 483.5
ICMRCI1pp/ANO 1.781 1520.5 22.3 0.108(17) 955.8
ICMRCI1Q1pp/ANO 1.773 1538.1 23.3 0.113(17) 435.7
ICMRCI1dd8/ANO 1.776 1525.7 23.6 0.116(17) 789.3
ICMRCI1Q1dd8/ANO 1.774 1531.8 24.0 0.117(17) 658.5
DK-MRCI/GEN 1.783 1494.5 22.8 0.112(17) 1256.8
DK-MRCI1Q/GEN 1.775 1517.5 23.8 0.117(17) 849.0
ICMRCI13s3p/GEN 1.778 1506.4 21.8 0.112(17) 1081.9
ICMRCI1Q13s3p/GEN 1.764 1544.6 22.9 0.120(17) 310.2
Correcteda 1.765 1525.2 23.0 0.120(17) 656.8
Experimentb 1.7865 1524.80 22.28

aSee text for definition.
bPresent work.
cReference 27.
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transition moment with level of theory at 1.69 Å is represe
tative of the linear region and therefore we give the mom
at this r value in Table IV. While it is too expensive t
perform IC-MRCI1ppdd8 calculations at manyr values, it
is possible to compute the transition moment at this leve
1.69 Å. We first note that the computed transition mome
are not strongly affected by the different levels of theory. I
interesting that the inclusion of the Cr 4pp orbitals in the
active space decreases the moment somewhat, which is
ported by the IC-MRCI-ppdd8 calculation. The calculations
using the GEN and ANO1 basis sets suggest that basis
improvements will increase the moment. The difference
tween the MRCI and IC-MRCI calculations show that elim
nating the internal contraction increases the computed t
sition moment slightly. We conclude that our comput
transition moments are accurate because the values vary
slightly with level of theory.

On the basis of the calibration calculations, it appe
that one must account for both 3s3p correlation and scala
relativistic effects. The results also suggest that using a v
large active space would be ideal. Unfortunately we are
able to include all of these effects in a calculation for whi
it is practical to compute an entire surface. We have there
computed full potentials for a subset of the methods con
ered in Tables III and IV, and the results are given in Ta
V. Following Partridge and Schwenke,28 we tried merging
these potentials into one that accounts for all of these effe
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Our best derived potential corrects the DK-MRCI1Q poten-
tial for the 3s3p correlation, i.e.,

E~corrected!5E~DK-MRCI1Q!1E~ ICMRCI1Q

13s3p!2E~ IC-MRCI1Q!.

For theX state, this potential yields excellent agreement w
experiment, excluding the somewhat uncertainD0 value. The
same correction for theA state yields very good results fo
ve andvexe , but ther e value is a bit short, see Table V. W
should note that the difference between theseA state results
and the older values5 was part of the motivation for the new
experimental analysis of theA state. While the corrected
potential did detect some problem with the older spect
scopic constants, it is far from perfect, theA stater e is too
short andT0 is too small.

We derive a corrected transition moment in a man
analogous to the potentials, namely

TM~corrected!5TM~DK-MRCI!1TM~ ICMRCI13s3p!

2TM~IC-MRCI!.

This moment has a small bump at about 2.6 Å and
comes negative at Cr–H distances larger than 2.8 Å, see
2. Since these features may be nonphysical, we also test
modified versions:~1! where the negative values are r
moved by setting the transition moment to zero at distan
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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larger than 2.8 Å,~2! where the bump and negative regio
are removed by connecting, with a spline function, the co
puted moment atr (Cr–H)52.4 Å with a value of zero at
r (Cr–H)54.5 Å, and~3! where the bump and negative r
gions are removed by connecting the computed momen
r (Cr–H)52.4 Å with a value of zero atr (Cr–H)52.8 Å.
For v8<3 andv9<5, theA values are essentially indepe
dent of these modifications to the transition moment;
reportedA values are computed using the transition mom
where the value is set to zero forr (Cr–H) greater than
2.8 Å.

In Table V we reportA00 values obtained using the com
puted and corrected potentials. One observation is that
A00 values do not vary significantly with level of theor
ranging from 0.108(17) to 0.120(17). We therefore con-
clude that our computed value is probably accurate to 10
20%.

In Table VI we report additionalA values and some
radiative lifetimes for the corrected potentials. The small d
ference in ther e values for theX andA states results in a few
largeA values for eachv8 level. The radiative lifetimes vary
by even less with level of theory thanA00, and so we expec
these to be even more accurate. The radiative lifetimes v
slightly with v8.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have reinvestigated theA 6S1-X 6S1 transition in
CrH. The 1-0 and 1-1 bands have been measured and
proved spectroscopic constants have been determine
value for the 2-0 band origin has been obtained from
band head using estimated spectroscopic constants. T
data provide a set of much improved equilibrium vibration
and rotational constants for theA 6S1 state.

We have studied theX and A states of CrH and found
that high levels of theory are required to obtain a good

TABLE VI. Einstein coefficients~in s21! for A-X transition andA state
radiative lifetimes computed using the corrected potentials.

Av8v9 Value Av8v9 Value

A00 0.120(17) A22 0.270(16)
A01 0.134(16) A23 0.211(16)
A02 0.102(14) A24 0.198(14)
A10 0.624(16) A30 0.852(15)
A11 0.584(16) A31 0.445(16)
A12 0.192(16) A32 0.640(16)
A13 0.180(14) A33 0.116(16)
A20 0.242(16) A34 0.211(16)
A21 0.730(16) A35 0.146(14)

Radiative lifetimes
v t~ms! v t~ms!
0 0.75 2 0.69
1 0.71 3 0.67
Downloaded 20 Aug 2001 to 129.97.47.16. Redistribution subject to AI
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scription of the states. Scalar relativistic effects are found
be important. Cr 3s3p correlation is also important. The
computed EinsteinA values and radiative lifetimes do no
vary strongly with level of theory, leading us to conclude th
our computed values are accurate. The calculations also
gest that theD0 of CrH is slightly larger than the most recen
experimental value.
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